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Assessment and Comparison of  
Two Source Capture Recapture Methods 

Performance

 The aim of this study is to assess the performance of Lincoln – Peter-
sen, Chapman and Bailey two source Capture Recapture methods. Material and Methods: The 

small, medium and large samples, and to compare the performance of these estimators with dif-
ferent sample sizes with Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) measure. Results: From the compari-

more reliable results than Chapman and Bailey methods in small sample size one and two, but 
-

and small sample two. When working with big samples are all the three estimators mentioned in 
Conclusion: At the conclusion part of this 

study we remark that, when dealing with small samples I and II Lincoln – Petersen should be 
considered but when no element recaptured in the second sample researchers should consider 

sample II Chapman and Bailey methods should be considered and when both samples are large 
all the methods discuss in this study can be considered.
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Census is the process of reaching all the elements in a population and obtaining the desired infor-
mation.1

population size when the number of elements in a population is unknown.2

animal abundance, in recent years the methods are among the common statistical methods applied in he-
3,4 Besides estimating population 

5

In Capture Recapture method, samples are taken in two or more occasion at random from the study po-

methods are applied by counting the number of tagged or marked elements in each sampling occasion 
6

The Capture Recapture methods are categorized in to open and closed depending on the structure of the 
population. In some cases the population will not be closed for increase or decrease in terms of birth, de-

is one that changes during the study period, because of any combination of births, deaths, immigration, 
or emigration.7 Capture Recapture methods for closed populations are mainly grouped in two categories: 
those dealing with only two samples and those dealing with more than two samples.3,8,9 This study is desig-
ned to focus on assessing the performance of Lincoln – Petersen, Chapman and Bailey two source Capture 
Recapture methods on different sample sizes.

Close population methods assume that there are no gains (births or immigration) or losses (deaths or emig-
ration) of element during the course of the study.10

The basic assumptions of two source Capture Recapture methods are: 

to increase or decreased throughout the study.

-
aring in the samples.

(IV) The independency of the data source: all the samples assumed to be independently taken from the 
study population.1,2

one marking and two sampling occasions is the two source Capture Recapture and it is only applicable 
for close population. Some of the points to be considered for these methods are: when elements lost in 
the population, estimate will be for the beginning of the study, when elements gained during the study 

of elements the estimates will be biased.10
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homeless people etc. The Capture Recapture methods for two sampling occasion is applied following the 

i. Randomly n1 1 

marked and released in to the population, the proportion of marked elements in the population will be 
n1/N, where N is the population size.4

n2 is captured and in sample n2 the mark elements are recorded as m2, contingency table for two source 

Capture Recapture methods are applied in registry list to estimate the population size of interest following 

i. Two lists are collected as list n1, list n2 and matched to identify the elements appeared in both lists.

house number etc. are used to identify the matching elements. Then m2 will donate the matching ele-

1 2 number of 
elements in second sample, m2 number of matching element captured in both samples, (n1 2) number 

2 2) number of elements found in second sample 

The number of elements that did not appear in either of the samples (m1) is unknown, therefore will 
be estimated by m1 using independency in equation-1

 
 

-
ation-2

 
    

If the two sources were independent the odds close to one.

Lincoln – Petersen method is applied to estimate the population size of unknown closed population by 
sampling in two different occasions.7

Lincoln – Petersen method is applied when a population is closed to increase or decrease, all elements 
11

TABLE 1:

Samples Sample 2

Present Absent Total

(1)

(2)
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1 marked and released in to the population, the 
proportion of marked elements in the population will be n1/N and when the second sample n2 elements 
are captured the proportion of the marked elements in the sample n2 will be m2/n2. If the two samples are 

in the population.3

 
       

From equation-3 the Lincoln-Petersen estimator of total population size (  

. 
     

  
       

  
    

  
     

is zero (m2=0), i.e., when there is no element appeared in both sample one and sample two. This problem 

population size also when m2=0.12

number of elements recaptured in second sample is zero m2 -
geometric model which assumed n1 and n2 to be constant.

      

         

  
      

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(3)
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Lincoln – Petersen method of population estimation is unbiased when the number of elements recaptu-
red in the second sample (m2) is big enough (greater than 20), but when m2 is small the method is biased 

2=0.13

sample n2 and marked elements recaptured in the second sample m2 which is said to be less bias.14

  
        

-

  
      

 
        

=   
 

The aim of this study is to assess the performance of two source Capture Recapture methods namely Lin-
coln – Petersen, Chapman and Bailey methods on different sample sizes. Data for this study was obtained 

-

was N = 38258 and disability rate in Turkey by other study is 0.026.15 The margin of error d=0.01 with 

The basic assumptions for applying two sources Capture Recapture methods are independency of samples, 

2016 academic session, stream semester was considered suitable to conduct the study.

-

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)
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1953 responders was considered as hypothetic population of this study. Second samples of the study were 

this study in 25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 750 and 1000.  For each of the Capture Recapture combination, 200 
-

tersen methods. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) measure was used to compute the performance of the 
Lincoln - Petersen, Chapman and Bailey methods.  (Equation-16)

 

  
        

:Estimated population i 

N:True population of the study  

n: Number of replicates   

-
-

Recapture techniques are designed to formulate estimates of population size.16 In this study we focused on 
assessing the performance and comparison of the performance of three Capture Recapture methods namely 
Lincoln - Petersen, Chapman and Bailey Methods used in estimating population size of closed population. 

enough (greater than 20), the estimate of the population could be biased.13,18

were no big differences (Figure 1). 

sampling occasion and location. Each of the two samples was taken in ten working days and three weeks 

three weeks)” question was added.

(16)
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-
hod when the two methods are compared.

9 In this study a larger population N=1953, 

and compare the performance of the estimators on different sample sizes. Considering the proportion of 

both studies shows similar results.

Petersen method in small and large population while in medium size population Lincoln – Petersen and 
Chapman showed similar performance.2

TABLE 2:
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At the conclusion part of this study we remark that, when dealing with small samples Lincoln – Petersen 
should be considered but when no element recaptured in the second sample researchers should consider 

two Chapman and Bailey methods should be considered and when both samples are large all the methods 
discuss in this study can be considered.
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